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NATIONAL BESTSELLERSpellbinding adventure from Canada's most beloved modern-day

explorer.Traverspine is not a place you will find on most maps. A century ago, it stood near the

foothills of the remote Mealy Mountains in central Labrador. Today it is an abandoned ghost

town, almost all trace of it swallowed up by dark spruce woods that cloak millions of acres.In

the early 1900s, this isolated little settlement was the scene of an extraordinary haunting by

large creatures none could identify. Strange tracks were found in the woods. Unearthly cries

were heard in the night. Sled dogs went missing. Children reported being stalked by a terrifying

grinning animal. Families slept with cabin doors barred and axes and guns at their

bedsides.Tales of things that "go bump in the night" are part of the folklore of the wilderness,

told and retold around countless campfires down through the ages. Most are easily dismissed

by skeptics. But what happened at Traverspine a hundred years ago was different. The eye-

witness accounts were detailed, and those who reported them included no less than three

medical doctors and a wildlife biologist.Something really did emerge from the wilderness to

haunt the little settlement of Traverspine. Adam Shoalts, decorated modern-day explorer and

an expert on wilderness folklore, picks up the trail from a century ago and sets off into the

Labrador wild to investigate the tale. It is a spine-tingling adventure, straight from a land

steeped in legends and lore, where Vikings wandered a thousand years ago and wolves and

bears still roam free.In delving into the dark corners of Canada's wild, The Whisper on the

Night Wind combines folklore, history, and adventure into a fascinating saga of exploration.

PRAISE FOR THE WHISPER ON THE NIGHT WIND:“A fantastic, fun, and chilling tale.”—

Canadian Geographic “Modern-day explorer Adam Shoalts . . . reminds us that our world is full

of mystery, possibility and awe.”—CBC “It is a spooky read, and after finishing it you might want

to take a few days off before heading back into the wilderness . . . a page turner for sure.”—

Kevin Callan, Explore Magazine “The place they end up is so isolated and untravelled that it

could give the yips to even the most seasoned explorer. Shoalts is precise in his descriptions of

setting and his writing is filled with . . . a clever, intentional use of language that heightens

tension and lets a creepiness seep into the narrative.”—Quill and Quire “Like something out of

Lovecraft. . . . He writes like an explorer of old. . . . [T]hrilling and sometimes unsettling.”—Book

City“[Adam Shoalts] continues to go where his curiosity pulls him—often into uncomfortable

places we might not go ourselves—and is more than happy to bring us along in the recounting.

Spine-tingling . . . captivating.”—SudburyStar “He’s a great writer. . . [E]nthralling . . . [H]is use of 

language keeps you glued to the page.”—Mysterious Universe Podcast “This book tweaks

Shoalts’ previous formula in all the right ways—the addition of another person allows for

cheeky banter to pepper the narrative . . . All this is couched in what you expect from Adam

Shoalts’ adventure books: an exciting wilderness expedition, which is capped off with a

satisfying conclusion to the mystery.”—The Book Lady “If mysterious, unexplained tracks in the

deepest of woods and a bold, hair-raising attempt to uncover the truth behind a century-old

Labrador legend sound like just the kind of thrill you’re after, then. . . . [read The Whisper on the

Night Wind].”—OrilliaMattersAbout the AuthorADAM SHOALTS is a historian, archaeologist,

geographer, and Westaway Explorer-in-Residence at the Royal Canadian Geographical

Society. Shoalts holds a PhD from McMaster University where his research examined the

influence Indigenous oral traditions had on fur traders in the subarctic and Pacific Northwest.



He is also the author of Alone Against the North, A History of Canada in Ten Maps, and

Beyond the Trees, all of them national bestsellers. He enjoys long walks in the woods. Follow

his adventures on Facebook and Instagram.  --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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PRAISE FOR ADAM SHOALTS“One of Canada’s greatest modern explorers.” CBC“Adam

Shoalts is Canada’s Indiana Jones—portaging in the north, dodging scary rapids, plunging into

darkness, and surviving to tell the tale.” TORONTO STAR“Adam Shoalts is one heck of a

paddler.” POSTMEDIA“Explorer Adam Shoalts’s monumental 4,000-kilometre journey…calls to

mind the likes of Vilhjalmur Stefansson and Joseph Tyrrell.” CANADIAN GEOGRAPHIC“Move

over Jacques Cartier, Christopher Columbus, and Sir Francis Drake—Adam Shoalts is this

century’s explorer.” HAMILTON SPECTATOR“Adam Shoalts…[has] finished an incredible

journey through Canada’s Arctic.” GLOBAL NEWS“Shoalts is a skilled woodsman and

naturalist, able to survive the northern wilds with rudimentary equipment.” CANOE AND KAYAK

MAGAZINEPRAISE FOR BEYOND THE TREES“Beyond the Trees is a remarkable tale—and

a staggering feat…It’s mesmerizing to be guided through Canada’s wilderness through Shoalts’

eyes…Shoalts also wields a wicked wit.” ATLANTIC BOOKS TODAY“[Beyond the Trees] might

just soothe your need for adventure…wonder-filled…[a] beautiful book.” BUZZFEED“A wild

adventure…riveting.” MONTREAL GAZETTE“Adam Shoalts does what most of us would never

dare to do…Beyond the Trees is a very readable homage to the wilds of the Canadian North.”

RICHMOND NEWS“[A] rousing adventure story…” CANADA.COM“Adam has a magic way of

writing and making you feel like you are hiking through the wilderness with him.” BOOKS WITH

COOKE“…the adventure of a lifetime [told] in thrilling detail.” TVO“[Shoalts] brings us along on

his solo journey across the Arctic, infused with the wonder of seeing this majestic land and the

urgency of making it back before winter sets in.” TORONTO STAR“His journey took him…

across the terrestrial world’s largest expanse of wilderness outside Antarctica…[an] engaging,

hazard- strewn account.” NATURE“If you love an outdoor adventure, Beyond the Trees is for

you.” KAMLOOPS MATTERSPRAISE FOR A HISTORY OF CANADA IN TEN MAPS“It’s an

epic journey…Shoalts has done an elegant job of…reminding us of the vast and brooding

influence of geography on our history.” GLOBE AND MAIL“Shoalts analyzes early maps in

order to paint a picture of the land that would become a nation, bringing its earliest stories,

voices, and battles to life. Combining geography, cartography, history, and anthropology,

Shoalts leaves no stone unturned.” CBC“A brilliant book.” CANADIAN GEOGRAPHIC“[A]

marvel…If you like maps, you’ll like this book; if you like both maps and crisply recounted

Canadian history, you’ll love it. Shoalts…takes you inside [explorers’] heads as they face fear,

doubt and despair in tandem with cold, starvation, and rebellious wanting-to-turn-back

companions…Canadian history writ well.” WINNIPEG FREE PRESS“A masterful approach to

mapping Canada.” TORONTO STAR“[O]ne fine book perfectly written for the armchair

adventurer.” POSTMEDIA“Adam Shoalts’s book is a must read for anybody with interests in

Canadian history, geography, and exploration.” CANADIAN GISPRAISE FOR ALONE

AGAINST THE NORTH“Rare insight into the heart and mind of an explorer, and the insatiable

hunger for the unknown that both inspires and drives one to the edge. Adam Shoalts…calmly

describes the things he has endured that would drive most people to despair, or even

madness.” COL. CHRIS HADFIELD, astronaut, International Space Station commander“As

gripping to read as it must’ve been exciting to live!” LES STROUD, Survivorman“Adam

Shoalts’s remarkable solo foray…is the kind of incredible effort that fosters legends.” THE

WINNIPEG FREE PRESS“Shoalts’s love of nature, cool professionalism, and almost

archaically romantic spirit draw us into his adventures…Shoalts is a knowledgeable and

observant guide.” QUILL AND QUIRE“Anyone who thinks exploration is dead should read this

book.” JOHN GEIGER, author, CEO of the Royal Canadian Geographical Society“The more



layers you peel away, the more you begin to see the quick mind and quiet intensity that helps

propel Adam Shoalts.” BRIAN BANKS, CANADIAN GEOGRAPHIC“It is a story of brutal

perseverance and stamina, which few adventurers could equal.” LIFE IN QUEBEC

MAGAZINE“Shoalts is a fearless adventurer…Alone Against the North is a rip-roaring yarn.”

THE GREAT CANADIAN BUCKET LIST“Shoalts…vividly describes an area of the country

most of us will never witness.” METRO (Toronto)ALSO BY ADAM SHOALTSBeyond the TreesA

History of Canada in Ten MapsAlone Against the NorthALLEN LANEan imprint of Penguin
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probe the silent places, let us seek what luck betide us;Let us journey to a lonely land I

know.There’s a whisper on the night-wind,there’s a star agleam to guide us,And the Wild is

calling, calling…let us go.—Robert Service, “The Call of the Wild,” 1907The pale glow of the

moon, half hidden in clouds, illuminated the ghostly shapes of the crooked black spruces. They

were ancient trees, their bark coarse and scaly, their branches draped as if in cobwebs with

hanging mosses. We’d camped in the shadows of the mountains, near a nameless stream that

tumbled over rocks already half a billion years old before the first dinosaur ever walked the

earth. The place had the feel of ancientness about it—as if it had lain undisturbed for

centuries.I lay outstretched in my tent, utterly exhausted from a brutally hard day, almost

delirious from dehydration and hundreds of blackfly bites. Obtaining water had proved difficult,

as the raging mountain stream, with its crisp, cool waters, lay at the bottom of steep cliffs that

were difficult to scale down. Instead we’d found a small, stagnant pool in the swamp woods and

drank from it.I cast a glance out my tent’s screen door at the moonlit forest. The stunted

spruces and firs had been weirdly shaped and contorted by the mountain gales, and the

shadows cast by the moonlight made it difficult to distinguish objects among them. Earlier in



the day, while clawing our way through deep thickets that sealed off this isolated mountain

valley, we’d come across large bear tracks. At least we thought they were bear tracks, but they

hadn’t registered very clearly in the mossy ground. In any case the tracks were big, and must

have been fresh to have remained imprinted in the moss. They’d led into the valley we were

now camped in. I clutched the knife that lay beside my sleeping bag a little tighter.For a few

seconds, lying in the dark in my tent, I thought I heard a faint noise distinct from the creaking of

the spruces in the wind, almost like a whispering, strange and unnatural, echoing apparently

from the caves higher up the forested slope. I shivered in the cold and craned my ear trying to

listen more intently, but the strange sound had ceased—leaving only the creaking of the trees

and the sound of the mountain stream tumbling over rocks filling the darkness around me.— 1

—TRAVERSPINEGhost stories are very real in this land of scattered, lonely homes and

primitive fears…—Elliott Merrick, True North, 1933Traverspine is not a place you will find on

most maps. A century ago it stood near where the winding course of the Traverspine River

drains down out of little-known mountains in central Labrador. Today it’s an abandoned ghost

town, almost all trace of it swallowed up by dark woods that cloak thousands of square

miles.Labrador was one of the last places in the Western Hemisphere to be inhabited by

humans. Partly this was because of its remote location hidden beyond mountains at the

northeast end of the continent, far from where humans first crossed into North America from

Siberia. It was also owing to its harsh climate and forbidding landscape, chilled by frigid ocean

currents (coastal Alaska, in contrast, is much more hospitable). The Ice Age, too, lingered here

longer than elsewhere, with enormous glaciers covering the land. The ancient inhabitants, the

Dorset, vanished long ago, leaving in their wake only deserted campsites.Encompassing

nearly three hundred thousand square kilometres of windswept peaks, forbidding glaciers, dark

spruce forests, vast tundra, and towering fjords along its rugged coastline, Labrador even today

remains a place of quiet solitudes, where a person can roam for miles without encountering

another soul. The total population per square kilometre works out to a minuscule 0.092 people,

and most of that is concentrated in just two towns separated by hundreds of kilometres of

uninhabited wilderness. If ever there were a lonely land that attracts lonely souls, Labrador is

surely it.Not surprisingly, legends flourish in this remote place where Vikings wandered over a

thousand years ago and icebergs the size of castles drift in thick mists just offshore. Deep in

Labrador’s limitless spruce woods, moving silently as shadows, are living ghosts, the sphinx-

like lynx. Meanwhile swollen rivers with dangerous currents snake across the landscape,

originating from sources high up in inaccessible mountains—the home of gray wolves, bears,

and according to some, things not found in any zoology book. Little wonder then that around

dusky campfires old-timers told tales of haunted valleys, unknown tracks, ghostly apparitions,

and nameless sounds on the night wind. Local superstition held that in the shadows of the

moonlight, flickering lights known as will-o’-the-wisps could lead people astray into trackless

muskegs covering hundreds of miles. Hints of some of these legends can be found in the faded

pages of old exploration and fur trade records.My natural affinity has long been for quiet, lonely

woods and other wild places. I love wandering for months without coming across a road or

town. It’s a passion I first developed in childhood exploring the woods that surrounded my

family’s home, and which I’ve since managed to turn into a career. By 2019 my wanderings had

taken me to nearly every corner of Canada’s immense wilderness. I’d rambled among the

ancient hills of northern Quebec and Ontario, paddled the subarctic rivers, trudged through the

swamps and bogs of the Hudson Bay Lowlands, bounded along ice floes with polar bears in

the High Arctic, explored the western mountains, and crossed alone nearly four thousand

kilometres of Canada’s North. But one place on the map had always somehow managed to



elude me—Labrador. That is, until one evening I seemed to find myself caught in a web that

drew me to that strange wilderness.Inevitably, in pursuing such journeys and adventures, I’d

heard my share of tall tales and campfire legends. But none ever sent a shiver down my spine

quite like the one I stumbled across on that cold winter’s evening alone in my study, my desk

piled high with old maps and books. I was neck-deep in research to complete a Ph.D. in history

from McMaster University, studying some old exploration accounts and fur trade records. My

primary focus was on western Canada, but as frequently happens, one reference led to

another, and having strayed in my reading, I picked up a curious old volume that concerned

Labrador, that wild land of mystery and legend. The story dated back to a time when light came

from the flicker of a candle or the blaze of a spruce fire, when a person had to rely on their own

strength and wits for survival. In that time and place, most people had little experience of the

wider world and access to books or newspapers was a limited luxury, to say nothing of other

things our modern world takes for granted.The story that caught my attention was buried in an

otherwise straightforward chronicle by one Elliott Merrick, an American resident of Labrador.

Merrick, in an entry dated September 1930, described a chilling tale he’d heard from an old

trapper about a place called Traverspine. In the early 1900s this secluded little settlement had

been the scene of extraordinary encounters with large creatures none could identify. Strange

tracks were found in the woods, unearthly cries were heard in the night, and sled dogs went

missing. Children reported encountering a terrifying, grinning animal of large size that stalked

them. Families slept with cabin doors barred and axes and guns at their bedsides.It is perhaps

best that I quote Merrick’s story in full, so that readers may judge it for themselves:Ghost

stories are very real in this land of scattered, lonely homes and primitive fears. The Traverspine

“gorilla” is one of the creepiest. About twenty years ago one of the little girls was playing in an

open grassy clearing one autumn afternoon when she saw come out of the woods a huge

hairy thing with low-hanging arms. It was about seven feet tall when it stood erect, but

sometimes it dropped to all fours. Across the top of its head was a white mane. She said it

grinned at her, and she could see its white teeth. When it beckoned to her she ran screaming

to the house. Its tracks were everywhere in the mud and sand, and later in the snow. They

measured the tracks and cut out paper patterns of them which they still keep. It is a strange-

looking foot, about twelve inches long, narrow at the heel and forking at the front into two

broad, round-ended toes. Sometimes its print was so deep it looked to weigh five hundred

pounds. At other times the beast’s mark looked no deeper than a man’s track. They set bear

traps for it, but it would never go near them. It ripped the bark off trees and rooted up huge

rotten logs as though it were looking for grubs. They organized hunts for it, and the lumbermen

who were then at Mud Lake came with their rifles and lay out all night by the paths watching,

but with no success. A dozen people have told me they saw its track with their own eyes and it

was unlike anything ever seen or heard of. One afternoon one of the children saw it peeping in

the window. She yelled and old Mrs. Michelin grabbed a gun and ran for the door. She just saw

the top of its head disappearing into a clump of willows. She fired where she saw the bushes

moving and thinks she wounded it. She says too that it had a ruff of white across the top of its

head. At night they used to bar the door with a stout birch beam and all sleep upstairs, taking

guns and axes with them. The dogs knew it was there too, for the family would hear them growl

and snarl when it approached. Often it must have driven them into the river, for they would be

soaking wet in the morning. One night the dogs faced the thing, and it lashed at them with a

stick or club, which hit a corner of the house with such force it made the beams tremble. The

old man and boys carried guns wherever they went but never got a shot at it. For two winters it

was there. They believe to this day it was one of the devil’s agents or more likely “the old feller”



himself.Merrick said nothing further about this story, and seems never to have offered any

explanation for it. If he questioned the locals’ belief that a supernatural being, the devil or one

of his “agents,” had haunted the isolated settlement, he made no mention of it.On that first

encounter years ago with Merrick’s story, it struck me as more interesting and detailed than

most supernatural wilderness tales I’d come across—but who was to say Merrick hadn’t simply

made it all up? After all, in such a remote place, it isn’t easy to corroborate such claims. Most

wilderness “monster” stories fall into this category: they were made long ago in isolated locales

by a single source, far from any other literate observer and with no possibility of cross-

referencing them. Initially I assumed this had to be the case with Merrick’s story too, so I tried

my best to forget about it and return to my other research.Accounts of strange, unknown tracks

and sightings of unidentified animals are part of the folklore of the wilderness, told and retold

around countless campfires down through the ages. Canada, with its vast wilderness of

primeval forests and thousands of snow-capped mountains, is particularly rich in this kind of

lore. I knew my fair share of them: sasquatch stories from the mountains of British Columbia,

windigo tales from the limitless subarctic forests, and narratives of other, nameless ones. But

most of these seldom seemed very tangible. They usually followed a familiar pattern—the story

is vague, the recorder doesn’t often claim to have seen the thing themselves, but they say they

know someone else who has.Yet something about the details in Merrick’s account—the

grinning teeth, the white mane, the peculiar tracks—seared it into my mind. Somehow it

seemed more convincing than others I’d come across in old fur trappers’ diaries or explorers’

journals; for one thing, there was the alleged physical evidence in the form of tracks that had

been carefully recorded. Eventually, my curiosity led me to dig deeper into surviving records of

Labrador. On an idle, rainy morning one late summer day, I dug up some old books and

historical sources relating to Labrador and spread out an antique map of the territory across

my desk. Again, I had little expectation of finding any sources that might substantiate such an

extraordinary tale. Almost never in my research on other wilderness legends had I ever

succeeded in finding any corroborating reports.Such was my surprise, then, when I eventually

found no fewer than six contemporary accounts by different individuals that recorded in detail

the same chilling encounters with strange, unknown creatures in the area around Traverspine a

century ago. It seemed there was more to the case after all. Even more surprising was that

among these records were one by a wildlife biologist and three by medical doctors.One of the

earliest accounts was made in 1919 by Dr. Wilfred Grenfell, the celebrated Newfoundland

physician who’d travelled extensively across Labrador to provide medical care to isolated

communities. One of Grenfell’s colleagues who worked in the area, Dr. Harry Paddon, believed

that the existence of the strange Traverspine beast was “too well-founded to doubt.” Another

colleague, Dr. C. Hogarth Forsyth, who also spent years travelling the Labrador wilds,

described the tracks as “ape-like” and noted that they sometimes “led to nests under trees.”

This was all highly unusual and intriguing, coming as it did from medical professionals and men

of science. Forsyth, like the others, rejected any notion that the tracks could have been made

by a bear, noting that they’d been examined by “trappers whose living depends on their

knowledge of tracks.”Of the half-dozen chroniclers, only Professor Bruce Wright, a wildlife

biologist, made some attempt to explain away the creature. Wright wondered whether it had

been a barren-land grizzly, a creature common in the western Arctic but seldom encountered in

modern times east of Hudson Bay. However, when he suggested the possibility of its having

been a bear to his informants, “they all laughed at that as they were all very familiar with bear

tracks.” Wright noted of his interview with Mrs. Michelin, the woman who’d seen the creature

firsthand and fired at it: “I asked Mrs. Michelin point blank if it could have been a bear. Her



response was telling: ‘It was no bear Mr. Wright. I have killed twelve bears on my husband’s

trapline and I know their tracks well. I saw enough of this thing to be sure of that. I fired a

shotgun at it and I heard the shot hit.’ ”But if it wasn’t a bear, which clearly doesn’t match the

descriptions given, what else could have inspired such terror? The villagers apparently

believed that what had plagued them was a creature from the netherworld, a supernatural

demon. Native lore spoke of dreaded windigos that haunted the remote regions of Labrador,

places even the local Montagnais avoided if they could. But the descriptions given at

Traverspine don’t seem to match that of a windigo either. Dr. Forsyth speculated that there

might be some previously unknown animal—there were, after all, still vast areas of uncharted

wilderness in the early 1900s, as well as animal species unknown to science, among them the

spirit bear of the British Columbian rainforest, which had long been dismissed as a myth.

Modern skeptics might be inclined to think it all an elaborate hoax, or merely the figments of

overwrought imaginations stressed by the isolation of life in subarctic Labrador. But I don’t think

this is the case.Unlike many sasquatch or “bigfoot” sightings, the Labrador accounts can’t be

so easily written off as mere campfire tales. The multiple sightings, the dogs driven to frenzy,

and the dozens of eyewitness reports of tracks that were not only minutely examined but

carefully preserved seem to speak to something more real. It’s also frightening—there seems

to have been hostile intent on the part of the creature, whatever it was. The accounts all

mention missing dogs, enormous tracks, and the targeting of children. Finally, there was the

specific rejection of any notion that it could have been a bear by persons well qualified to

judge.Reading the passages I’d unearthed, my mind fixated on that mysterious place on the

old map, Traverspine, and the little- known mountains that surrounded it. Gradually, as I

accumulated more and more evidence that the skeptical side of me couldn’t quite dismiss, I

found myself, almost against my better judgment, leaning toward the possibility that something

terrifying really did plague that isolated place.I decided to investigate further. There was only so

much I could glean from old accounts. Tracing my fingers across the faded map, I resolved to

set off for Labrador to see if I could find the ruins of Traverspine—if any such ruins should exist

—and from there, plunge into the surrounding mountains.— 2 —WHERE THE WILD THINGS

AREIt is a suggestive fact that the great peninsula of Labrador, although probably the first part

of the American mainland to be seen by Europeans, contains to-day the largest unexplored

area on the Western Continent.—Henry Bryant, A Journey to the Grand Falls of Labrador,

1894As it happened, I’d just spent a month alone in the wilderness on an expedition for the

Royal Canadian Geographical Society in the Hudson Bay Lowlands, and although it was now

late summer, I figured if I wasted no time, I might get to Labrador before winter set in. I mostly

do solo journeys, but for this one, a partner seemed a prudent idea. Not so much because I

worried about anything strange, but rather because the rough plan I’d drawn up entailed some

pretty hazardous canoeing late in the season on an inland arm of the North Atlantic Ocean. So

I concluded finding a partner was the responsible thing to do.But oddly enough, it turned out

that on such short notice there were few people I knew who would willingly commit to such a

venture. I did have one acquaintance who came to mind; he was a staunch believer in

sasquatch and other cryptids (animals unrecognized by science) and also an amateur ghost

hunter named Graham. Knowing his interest in any supernatural or unusual subject, I sent him

some of the accounts I’d found concerning Labrador. Getting his opinion on the matter might

prove valuable.Graham’s response, after having carefully reviewed the documents I’d sent, was

that he found the whole thing rather terrifying and mysterious. He thought the accounts didn’t

match a sasquatch—the geographic area was all wrong. Nevertheless, he believed that the

story recounted by Merrick in the 1930s had, in his words, “the ring of truth to it.” Graham felt



that what I was dealing with in Traverspine wasn’t an animal at all, but rather a demon or

something else supernatural. He went on to inform me that under no circumstances would he

wish to go wandering about in the wilderness there, and advised me that my plans to do so

were most imprudent.Graham’s warning failed to deter me. Only it seemed as if I would be out

of luck in finding an expedition partner. I ran through my list of acquaintances and companions

—one after another, there was some objection or prior commitment that ruled them out. My old

friend Wes, a stalwart companion on past adventures, had his hands full juggling numerous

jobs as a self-employed contractor.In despair, my mind drawing blanks, I pushed aside the

exploration records that had monopolized my desk and pulled down an old school yearbook.

Leafing through the pages absent-mindedly, I wondered what had become of many of my old

classmates. More importantly, were there any who might have a sudden wish to plunge into the

Labrador wilderness to chase after a Traverspine gorilla?That’s when it hit me—I knew the

perfect person for just such an undertaking. Or in any case, someone who’d do in a pinch. His

name was Zach. We’d gone to school together, although he’d been a year ahead of me and we

hadn’t been friends. But I’d crossed paths with him from time to time at the local hockey rink

and knew him to be tough-minded, physically active, and an avid outdoorsperson, especially

where fishing was concerned. He’d grown up on a dairy farm, worked at a scrap yard, and run

unsuccessfully for mayor in our hometown (the mayor’s job was now occupied by his father, a

retired farmer, who still grew some corn and soybeans). In fact, rumour had it he’d taken up

fighting for money in addition to his day job (in insurance). Surely, if ever there were a person

exceedingly qualified for an expedition, it was Zach.I took the liberty of sending him an

immediate text message. I figured it wouldn’t do to beat about the bush, so I cut right to things:

“Hey Zach. Super short notice, but would you want to go on an expedition to Labrador?

Objective is to explore a haunted river, find any trace of a ghost settlement, and climb some

mountains etc. We would leave Tuesday (most likely) and be gone at least several weeks.”I

wasn’t sure what kind of response such a message would elicit, but my advice is that whenever

you’re planning an expedition to investigate a supernatural beast, always take the direct

approach. A response came back nine minutes later:“How much would this cost?”That was an

encouraging sign, the mark of a sensible person—exactly the kind of partner such an

expedition required. I assured him it wouldn’t cost him a thing, at least financially.After that

crucial matter had been satisfied, it took only three minutes for Zach to send his next message:

“Ok, I’m 95% in, just need to convince pregnant wife that this is ok. I’ll call you when the

meeting I’m in is done and I’ve talked to her.”He was proving to be a very prudent person. True

to his word, Zach called me a short time later. He asked only a few questions. I told him we’d

have to be ready to leave within seventy- two hours; that he’d have to meet me on Tuesday

morning in the driveway of my home in Norfolk County near Lake Erie at seven a.m. sharp (or

at any rate not later than eight or nine), and that from there, we’d drive approximately thirty-two

hours to Labrador. Once we reached our destination, we’d leave our vehicle behind, load up a

canoe, and set off into the wild. He agreed with all of this. And just like that, our expedition was

a go.I sent Zach a list of some of the gear he’d have to round up: backpack, tent, life jacket,

emergency blanket, two sets of clothing, waterproof bags, waders (for walking upstream on

rivers), sleeping bag and sleeping pad, first-aid kit, warm gloves, garlic, silver bullets, and a few

other typical camping items. I also sent him my notes and the clippings I’d dug up about the

Traverspine mystery. I wanted to get his opinion on them and see if he had any

theories.Meanwhile, I busied myself packing my own gear: three paddles, the canoe, a life

jacket, some leftover dried food rations and granola bars, a watertight barrel to store them in, a

Swiss Army knife, a significantly larger knife, a hatchet, warm clothing, a stainless-steel pot for



cooking, a compass, a flashlight, and some paracord. I also packed a huge amount of

photocopied material consisting of primary source documents from Labrador’s history, and

plenty of spare batteries so that I’d be able to read them in my tent at night.Then I went outside

to our garden where my wife, Alexandria, was busy pruning some branches. She’s an avid

gardener and crafter, a lover of plants and birds, although she doesn’t exactly share my

passion for adventures and expeditions. We were recently married and had relocated from

northern Ontario to Norfolk County, on Lake Erie’s north shore, a place I found congenial given

its old-growth forests. We enjoyed our life in the countryside, surrounded by woods and

fields.“I’m leaving on an expedition to Labrador to search for the ruins of an abandoned

settlement where some sort of monster haunted it a hundred years ago,” I said.She nodded as

if she’d expected as much, without looking up from her gardening work.“I’m leaving Tuesday

and I’ll likely be gone for several weeks,” I added.“Who are you going with?” she asked, still

focused on the shrubs.“Zach,” I said.She looked up for the first time from her gardening. “Zach

who?”“Zach the mixed martial arts guy.”“Have you ever been camping with him before?”“No,” I

said.She nodded. “Okay, well I’m sure that will work out fine.”—Three days passed quickly, and

Zach arrived on schedule. He stood about six foot two, lean and wiry from triathlon training and

mixed martial arts, thirty-five years of age, bearded and chewing tobacco. After losing his bid

for the mayor’s office, he’d taken up fighting for money, a common enough career path. He’d

trained in Brazilian jiujitsu and had become a professional MMA fighter. Zach had won several

of his bouts by knockouts and another by submission (he broke his opponent’s arm). Luckily he

was between fights at the moment. Even-tempered, level-headed, and keenly interested in the

natural world, he’d make an excellent canoe partner, I figured, though I’d never spent any

significant amount of time with him.For our twenty-five-hundred-kilometre road trip, we’d

decided to take his vehicle, a 2014 Mazda CX-5 crossover SUV. We strapped my fifteen-foot

Nova Craft canoe onto it. This was the same canoe that had crossed Canada’s Arctic with me,

and although it was designed as primarily a solo canoe, I regarded it as my best friend and had

no doubt it would serve us well. Our other gear we stashed in the back: paddles, life jackets,

backpacks, and the watertight barrel with the food rations. We also had a couple of motion-

activated trail cameras for setting up around our camps at night. One of these was mine, and

the other had been loaned to us by a friend of Zach’s who happened to be a wildlife biologist

with the Canadian Wildlife Service.With that, we bid farewell. Our route took us east through

southern Ontario and then into southern Quebec, following the St. Lawrence River. We passed

through Montreal and Quebec City and then continued along the St. Lawrence, passing

beneath the shadows of the Laurentian Mountains. For much of our long drive, my mind was

lost in my thoughts, my head crammed with visions of Labrador and its strange legends.— 3 —

THE ROAD TO LABRADOROn this dim verge of the known world there were other perils than

those of the waves…Griffins—so ran the story—infested the mountains of Labrador.—Francis

Parkman, Pioneers of France in the New World, 1865Misty mountains hemmed in the narrow,

winding roadway. The day had dawned cold and clear, but as we’d left the last city behind on

the Gulf of St. Lawrence and entered deeper into the wilderness, the skies had darkened

ominously. A drizzling rain was now falling, with fierce gusts howling down from the surrounding

mountains. For the past seven hours we hadn’t passed a single town of any kind.We were

driving north on Quebec’s isolated Route 389, which winds like a thin gravel ribbon nearly six

hundred kilometres through mountainous wilderness to the border of Labrador. It’s one of the

longest unserviced stretches of road anywhere in North America. Much of it is rough, unpaved,

and completely out of reach of cell service. Opened in 1987, the road’s purpose was to link the

little mining town of Fermont on the Labrador border with the settlements of the Gulf of St.



Lawrence.The drizzle now turned to a lashing rain and the wind grew fiercer, shaking the car

and the canoe strapped on its roof. Around us the mountains rose to heights of over three

thousand feet, their ancient summits concealed in thick mists. The whole landscape had a wild

and forlorn character, which made it easy to see how such a place could breed

legends.Geographers of the 1500s had believed that the mountains of Labrador were the

haunt of griffins and other monsters. Navigators could be forgiven for thinking so; from the

heavy seas of the North Atlantic, amid icebergs and thick fogs, the looming mountains of the

bleak Labrador shore certainly did look like the kind of place where a griffin or dragon might

live. On faded maps from this same era, one finds marked just off the southern tip of Labrador

the ominously named “Isles de Demons,” phantom islands that were thought to be infested with

all manner of monsters.In 1534 the French explorer Jacques Cartier, upon his first glimpse of

the forbidding mountains that rise like a dark barrier along the Labrador coast, confided in his

diary, “I am rather inclined to believe this is the land God gave to Cain.” He felt that the barren

mountains were cursed. These rugged mountains are among the oldest on earth and extend

northward for hundreds of miles, all the way to northernmost Labrador, where at the tip of the

continent they reach their icy apex in the Torngat Mountains. Here in this remote corner of

Canada, the Torngats form some of the highest peaks east of the Rockies in mainland North

America. The name itself, Torngats, is derived from an Inuit word meaning “place of evil

spirits.”The Inuit had a tradition that this mysterious and unknown land was inhabited by not

just evil spirits but giants. The Inuit, according to both oral history and archaeology, avoided

Labrador until the 1500s, when a few hardy wayfarers crossed over the ice from the north on

Baffin Island, a hazardous undertaking. The Inuit myths described the creatures they found

inhabiting Labrador as ogre-like subhumans, incredibly strong and large but slow-witted and

primitive. Some anthropologists have speculated that these legends were based on actual

encounters with the Dorset, a mysterious people who lived in the Canadian Arctic before the

Inuit arrived from Siberia. The Indigenous Naskapi and Montagnais, members of the great

Algonquian nations that ranged to the south across the boreal forest, also thought there was

something strange about the mountains and forests of Labrador. Around shared campfires they

spoke of supernatural beings that stalked the deepest depths of the northern wilderness: the

cannibalistic Atchen and dreaded windigo, as well as mysterious creatures that dwelled in

mountain caves and could play tricks on humans. Of all the supernatural beings found in

Algonquian legends, windigos were the most terrifying. It was whispered that they were giant

monsters that hungered for human flesh. Those foolhardy enough to wander the wilds alone,

especially in winter, were believed to be the most likely victims.Nor were these the only groups

who looked upon the northern mountains and spruce forests that extended into Labrador with

superstitious forebodings. A thousand years ago, to the Vikings, Labrador, or “Markland” as

they called it, with its mist-shrouded mountains and deep fjords, was a land where terrifying

frost giants and other strange creatures lurked. For centuries the Vikings had made dangerous

voyages through the icy seas of the North Atlantic to Labrador’s rugged coastline. What had

tempted them to risk such perils to reach this land of legend? For a northern people, it was that

most precious of all commodities: wood. The Vikings needed Labrador for its abundant

supplies of lumber, which they lacked in their harsh Greenlandic homelands. But beyond the

windswept beaches and rocky coves only the bravest Norse warriors dared venture. One of the

ancient Vinland sagas, the oldest written account of what is now Labrador, tells the tale of the

Norse wayfarer Thorvald, a son of Erik the Red, who, it was said, was killed while exploring

Labrador by a bizarre one-legged monster known as a uniped. Clearly, these were mysterious

lands where legends had long flourished.—We reached the mining town of Fermont after a



nine-hour drive from the south along the snaking road. Our first glimpse of this company town,

built to mine the rich deposits of iron ore nearby, was of a bleak, desolate place in the midst of

vast subarctic forests. The mine itself, situated on the outskirts of the settlement, reminded me

of Mordor, an impression perhaps enhanced by the dark, overcast skies, howling wind, and

steady rain. The surrounding mountains were denuded of all vegetation, leaving the barren

slopes looking like a kind of moonscape. A vast complex of pits, unpaved roads, gravel hills,

and industrial infrastructure unfolded before us; haul trucks moved rubble about while great

steel structures rose above the darkened landscape. Dynamite had blasted out an enormous,

gaping chasm in the earth. The waters of an adjacent lake, in contrast to the clear blue waters

of the lakes we’d passed on the road, were a reddish colour, a result of runoff from the mining

operations.We spent the night in Fermont at the only hotel in town, which is part of a huge

interconnected building complex that doubles as a wind-break for the town. The whole area is

one of the windiest inhabited places in Canada, whipped by fierce winds and bitterly cold

temperatures for much of the year. There isn’t much in the way of restaurants or cafés in

Fermont, which exists almost solely as a mining town.By five the next morning we were on the

road again, passing from Quebec into Labrador. Just outside Fermont, on the Labrador side of

the invisible border, sits Labrador City, a bigger town with a range of services. But Zach and I

were eager to be on our way: it was already September 3, with the first hints of winter not far

off. So for breakfast we ate packed apples and granola bars and just kept driving.The lonely

road we’d been following, one that sees little traffic besides the occasional logging truck or

mine worker, becomes the Trans-Labrador Highway after snaking across the provincial border.

Opened in 1992, the road stretches nearly twelve hundred kilometres through the Labrador

wilderness, linking the handful of tiny settlements. For the most part, as we found driving along

it with barely a sight of another vehicle, the road remains the domain of wandering timber

wolves, foxes, black bears, and boreal owls. To its south is the Churchill River, previously called

the Grand River, a once mighty waterway diverted in the 1960s as part of a massive

hydroelectric project. As we drove along, in places huge hydro lines were visible, which,

surrounded by otherwise undisturbed subarctic forest, had the look of a sort of science fiction

creation plopped down on a distant planet.The long drive, about thirty-two hours all told from

when we’d left my place in Norfolk County, gave Zach and me plenty of time to discuss matters.

Neither of us believed in sasquatch; nor did we trouble ourselves too much with thoughts of

demons. But I was willing to allow that the world was a vast place, containing many mysterious

and odd things, some of them perhaps outside the bounds of current scientific understanding.

This feeling was accentuated by our surroundings; the road was but a tiny, narrow ribbon in the

midst of a sea of sombre spruces and tamaracks, which even today undoubtedly hid places no

human foot had ever trod.
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William Holmes, “In Search of the Traverspine Gorilla. Shoalts’ book takes as it’s starting point

the story of the “Traverspine Gorilla”, a mysterious animal that frightened the inhabitants of the

now-deserted town of Traverspine, Labrador in the early 20th Century. The beast walked both

upright and on all fours, had a white mane and white-toothed grin, and evaded efforts to kill or

trap it. It also purportedly left large, deep two-toed tracks on the soft earth and snow.That

tantalizing legend is enough to induce the author to recruit a travel companion (who happens

to be an insurance broker, mixed martial arts fighter and triathlete) and set off for the wilds of

Labrador. I had no idea that Labrador was so dark, foreboding and unsettled—about half of

the book is taken up with a description of the struggles to reach Traverspine and the mountain

range beyond it, which involve lots of paddling across windy ocean inlets and against the

current of a rapids-filled river with tree-choked banks. The duo also encounter marshes and

abundant swarms of mosquitoes and black flies while enduring dehydrated meals, tea and

really uncomfortable camping sites. I suspect this part of the narrative was not endorsed by

the Labrador Tourism Board, but it’s pretty gripping and kept me turning the pages.In

alternating chapters, more or less, Shoalts recounts the story of the Traverspine Gorilla and

speculates what it might be. This gives the author, who is an historian by training, an

opportunity to review Algonquian and other legends about the windigo, Atchen and other

monsters of the northern wilderness. Shoalts brought along a collection of photocopies of the

original reports and legends (that must have been heavy), which he reads by flashlight in his

tent at night while the wind and assorted animals make noises in the darkness. It’s all suitably

spooky, but at length Shoalts offers a plausible explanation for what happened in Traverspine

(and then follows up with a minor plot twist that leaves things hanging a bit).The relationship

between Shoalts and his companion is interesting as well. Zach is very resourceful and

physically fit, but in Shoalts’ telling he doesn’t have much to say except for occasional

comments that reveal a dry sense of humor. The setting and his steadiness reminded me of

the character of the stoic Swede in Algernon Blackwood’s The Willows. But that’s another

story.“The Whisper on the Night Wind” is a nice addition to the lore of “monster legend as an

excuse to do some serious wilderness exploration”. Other books in the same vein that might

be of interest are Reinhold Messner’s “My Quest for the Yeti”; John Zada’s “In the Valley of the

Noble Beyond”; and Robert Michael Pyle’s “Where Bigfoot Walks: Crossing the Dark Divide”.”

Superior.Shores, “Fantastic Shoalts Adventure. If this is your first Shoalts book, go back and



read the remainder. Shoalts travels through the most obscure parts of Canada, revealing

secrets that few people have witnessed. this is a different part of Canada but the remoteness is

none-the-less amazing.The only reason I did not give this 5-stars was because of the extensive

narration of the wildlife. I would have preferred more adventure and less research into the

animal narration.I dread the day that Adam Scholts is no longer traveling the remotest

topography of Canada, and not writing about it. His writing is brilliant and full of remarkable

adventures.”

GKC, “Very believable and authentic. An interesting historical tale of how a rural panic about a

mythical monster gets going. I like Shoalts' descriptions of travel through the wilderness and

this is very authentic about hacking through heavy brush, etc. His theory about what the

alleged monster might have been seem reasonable.”

FORRESTF, “Great for fiction AND non-fiction fans.. I do not read much Non-Fiction but Adam

Shoalts does a great job detailing his experiences that much of the time it feels like I'm reading

a fiction book (not that it's not believable, just feels like an adventure)Great deep dive into the

mythos around the Labrador Region and a great insight into what it's like to camp and explore

these remote areas of the world.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A very fun adventure. If you've read Adam Shoalts before (if not, why

not?), you'll recognize the formula. In this case, he's off to Labrador to investigate reports of an

unknown creature from the beginning of the last century. The adventure is fun, the

descriptions excellent and the story gripping.Highly recommended.”

David, “Good Book. Good book. Kept my interest, however I liked Beyond the Trees better. I've

read three of his books and enjoyed them all.”

Cara, “Loved this book. This book was everything I wanted it to be. If the description interests

you, it will not disappoint. Perfect mix of mystery and adventure.”

Joan Matthews, “Incredible book! Couldn’t put it down!. Loved the book! Very well written. Will

definitely not disappoint! All of his books are incredible. Enjoy!”

Beakie, “Well Written Canadiana. This is a great book written by a Canadian about his beloved

country. Adam Shoalts is a modern-day explorer and his passion for the great outdoors jumps

off of each page. I was able to discover the back country of Labrador vicariously through him.

Adam's writing held my interest to the very end of his adventure!”

Samantha, “Must have in your collection. This book is a must have in your collection, it’s a non

fiction, that reads like a fictional story.Adam Shoalts brings adventure, comedy and awe to his

writing.10/10 recommend”

Meecham88, “Fantastic read! Highly recommend.. I like reading about Canadian adventures in

remote Canada.  Excellent read.”

The book by Adam Shoalts has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 150 people have provided feedback.
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